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Keep this manual with the controller for future reference 

Whenever maintenance or service is required 
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To reduce risk of fire or electric shock, do not expose this product to rain or moisture. This product is 
designed for use indoors and only with the supplied AC adapter. Unplug the AC power before 
opening the unit cover. 

The TEK is a low voltage device. Never connect high voltage to the inputs or outputs 

MicroLAN: Never use connectors or wires designed phone networks to connect MicroLAN devises.  
Phone connectors usually alter the polarity, and will permanently damage MicroLAN devices, voiding 
the warranty. 

SIM Card & Cellular Antenna: Always disconnect the power adapter from the TEK when installing or 
removing the SIM card or antennas. 
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Registration - This product is identified by a unique serial number and a registration code on the front of the unit.  

 

 

 

 

You will need this information to communicate with the product. When activating the unit, you will also be 
assigned an account number.           

Make a note of this important information below 

Account Number:  

Serial Number: 

Registration code: 
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What is the TEK Controller ? 

The TEK™ is a complete solution for monitoring, alarming, control and automation of commercial and industrial 
equipment. The TEK™ hardware connects to sensors, meters, thermostats, VFD’s and other control devices locally 
via a number of industry standard interfaces. It connects securely and seamlessly via the Internet (Ethernet or 
Cellular) to the cloud application, where the user can access all data in real time as well as historical.  
All configuration settings and programming is done via the cloud interface, allowing multiple concurrent users, 
automatic synchronization and secure access from anywhere without any special software or setup. 
Common applications include: 
 
+ Monitoring energy meters (electrical, water, gas) 
+ M&V applications (energy saving, improvements) 
+ Monitoring refrigeration systems (temperature, pressure) 
+ Controlling & monitoring HVAC systems (thermostats, room sensors) 
+ Construction site monitoring (cement curing, heating/cooling, alarms) 
+ Automating thermal energy storage systems (*TES) 
+ Technical alarm systems (fan monitors, temperature, tank levels) 
+ Lighting control, monitoring and scheduling/automation 
+ Sprinkler control, monitoring and scheduling/automation 
+ Battery / EV charging, monitoring and control 
 
The TEK™ system is designed for easy deployment in geographically spread out, multi-dicipline applications where 
traditionally several single-purpose systems were needed.The ability to support different kinds of sensors, meters, 
actuators and applications within a single, low cost yet complete and secure system makes the TEK™ system 
unique. 
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To minimize the workload on the account owner, users register themselves. 

With the unit you will receive the serial number and the registration code to your TEK account (see page 3). The 
information is just used to link the user to the correct account. 

Log on to https://ezecontrol.com/ and click the “Create a new account link”. Then enter the TEK serial number 
and registration code. 

 

Then follow the rest of the sign-up instructions. 

This will automatically link the new user with your existing account, and you will receive an email informing you 
that a new user has been added. 

By default, new users have minimal privileges.  Additional privilages can be granted instantly once approved by 
your system adiministrator.   

 

 
  

Adding users to the existing account   

https://ezecontrol.com/
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Go to www.ezecontrol.com  and log in to your account. You need your account number, user name and password 

 

There are four main sections of the web interface: 
Dashboard –  a configurable overview of all TEK™ units on the account  
Status –   full live status of one TEK™ at a time 
Configure –  settings for each TEK™ unit 
Account –  account and user settings 
 

Access to the individual features on the web site is controlled by the user privilege settings and the service level of 
the TEK™.  For example, the configuration tab is not visible for users with minimal privileges 
 
Access to the web page is secured with SSL. If your browser or IT policy does not allow this, the system can be 
accessed without encryption, but is not recommended. There are no restrictions on the number of simultaneous 
users or on using the same user login from multiple computers.  Each user will be logged out after 60 min of 
inactivity. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Logging In    

http://www.ezecontrol.com/
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The functions in next two sections of the web interface, Status and Configuration, are TEK™ specific.  
Click on Status or Configuration. Use the Controllers panel on the left to select the TEK™ unit you want to view or 
configure. The table displays the Serial number, Name and the communication status: 

 

 

← Green dot : Online via Ethernet 
← Dot with bar(s) : Online via Ethernet & Cellular link is ready ← Warning triangle 
: Offline 
← Antenna, green dot and bar(s) : Online via cellular 
 

 

 
Right click the ezeio™ entry to access the drop-down menu: 
 

 
 

Flush Config will download all configuration into the TEK™ unit. This may be useful if a lot of configuration changes 
has been made to make sure all settings are aligned between the servers and the TEK™. 
Reset Controller will cause the TEK™ unit to reboot. It does not change any configuration settings or logged data. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Controller Panel    
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After logging in, the Dashboard is always shown first. Here you can graphically display data from any TEK on the 
account. 

 
 
There are two Dashboard views; Personal and Account.  
 
The Personal view is only accessible by the logged in user, while the Account view is common for all users on the 
same account. Only users with privilege to change account information can alter the Account view. 
 
Each Dashboard consists of configurable blocks, called “widgets”. There are many widget types to choose from, 
and each user may set up the widgets to his/her liking. Click on  Add widget in the upper left of the screen and 
select from the options in the dialog box. 
The widgets can be positioned on the Dashboard screen by dragging the blue header. 
The configuration screen for each widget is accessed by clicking the small wrench-symbol in the blue header. 
 
The Status screen shows the live status for a single TEK™ at a time. The available ezeios are listed in the left on the 
screen and their online status is shown as a green dot if online with an Ethernet connection or a warning triangle if 
offline.  In addition to the green dot, GSM equipped ezeios will show an antenna symbol and signal strength in 
green bars when they are connected by GSM. 
 
 
 
 
 

Dashboard Screen    
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The Status screen shows the live status for a single TEK™ at a time. The available TEKs are listed in the left on the 
screen and their online status is shown as a green dot if online with an Ethernet connection or a warning triangle if 
offline.  In addition to the green dot, GSM equipped TEKs will show an antenna symbol and signal strength in green 
bars when they are connected by GSM 
 
 

 

Even if the TEK™ is online, it may take a few seconds for the status screen to refresh with live data. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Status Screen    
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All configured inputs of the TEK™ are listed in the Inputs table. 

 
The Graph column shows a rough bar graph of the last minutes' data with the most recent data to the right. 
 
The Value and Unit columns show the current converted value of the sensor input. 
 
The Count column shows the number of pulse counts for the input. You may alter this value manually by clicking 
the wrench icon next to the counter. The count value is stored in non volatile memory every 90 seconds and 
automatically restored on reset. 
 
The Raw column shows the value from the hardware input before converting it to a real world unit. 
The  
Alarms column shows the current status of the four possible alarm settings. Hover the mouse cursor over the 
symbols to see their meaning. 
 
 
 

 

 

The outputs of the TEK™ can be controlled directly with the on/off buttons in the output table. The drop-down box 
allows automatic shutoff after the selected time. At the bottom of the screen, the TEK™ event log is shown. Any 
recent events are temporarily highlighted. 
 
 
 
 
 
Select the input or inputs to download data from by checking the boxes, next to the input name, in the input list, 
and enter the desired time span in the From/To boxes or select from the quick presets, drop-down menu. 
Click the Download button to start the download of a CSV (comma separated) file that may be opened in Excel, 
Calc  and many other programs 

 

 

Live Input Status     

Output Status and Control    

Downloading Log data     
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Graphing data  
Select the input or inputs you want to graph by checking the boxes in the input list. Then enter the desired time 
span in the From/To boxes or select from the quick presets, drop-down menu. 
Click the Graph button to view the graph. 
 

 
The statistics to the right in the graph-window updates automatically if the graph view changes by zooming in/out. 
Note that the “Area” and “Visible Area” values really only make sense if the sensor used is a power or flow sensor. 
By hovering the mouse cursor over the graph, information about each sample will be shown. 
The graph window allows zooming by highlighting a section with the mouse (drag from top-left to bottom right) or 
by using the mouse scroll wheel. Reset zoom by dragging right-to-left. Panning is done by dragging using the right 
mouse button. The legend allows turning on/off individual graphs by clicking on the “eye” icon in front of the 
name. 
 
Configure screen 

To access the configure screen, click the Configure tab to get to the Service status and settings screen: 
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The top section shows when the service for this TEK unit will expire, the number of SMS/Voice alarms remaining 
this month, and the number of API requests remaining for the current 24h interval. In the settings box, you may 
select the level of service desired for this TEK.  You may change the service level at any time, and the system will 
automatically pro-rate the expiration date based on the service time remaining. 

The Configure screen allows access to all the configurable parameters of the TEK. Configuration can be done even 
if the TEK is not accessible (off line). The changes are then committed as soon as the TEK comes back on line. To be 
able to configure, click the Configure tab and then select the TEK to configure in the table to the left. 

In the center of the page, the resources of the TEK are shown in a structured tree form.  The tree can be expanded 
by clicking the plus icons. 

 

 

Click the name of each object to see more information on that object 

 

Click on an item on the list to view or modify Click on the Add-link to create new items. To commit changes, simply 
click the Save changes button. This will commit the changes to the database, and also synchronize the changes 
with the TEK. If the TEK is temporarily unavailable, the changes will be transferred as soon as the TEK 
communication is re-established. 
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Inputs 
Each TEK can support up to 40 inputs. Each input has the following settings: 
Input name -  A user defined name to identify the input. 
Unit -   The unit for the input, for example “Volt”, “kW” or “C”. 
Decimals -  Number of decimals show the converted value of this input is displayed. Valid range is 0 – 8. 
Auto scale -  If this checkbox is checked, the two following controls (Max/Min value in graphs) are ignored and 
the graph min/max values will be automatically chosen to fit the data.  By default this is unchecked. 
 
Max value -  The maximum value on the vertical scale in graphs.  Only relevant when autoscale is inactive. 
Min Value -  The minimum value on the vertical scale in graphs.  Only relevant when autoscale is inactive. 
Input Type -  The type of this input.  This defines how the raw value from the input will be converted to a user 

defined unit.  A number of standard conversions are selectable from the drop-down list, others 
require manual entry of units and conversion equations. (see following instructions). 

 
Input Type Custom -If “Custom” is selected, more fields are displayed to allow customization; Raw-to-  Unit, Unit-
to-Raw, Digital Pulse and Text Status (See below). 
 

 
 
Input raw to Unit - The math used to convert from the raw input value to a real world unit.  The symbol “x” 
represents the unconverted input value in the equation. 
 
Unit to input raw - The math used to convert from the real-world unit back to the raw input value.  This should be 
the inverse function of the Input Raw to Unit function.  

 
 

Simply speaking, if you take the output from the first function for any value of x, and plug that into the x of the 
second, you should end up with the value you started with. If a “WARNING” text is displayed next to Verification, 
this means the second math is not the inverse function of the first. Please correct the math 
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Raw reading / ADC Resolution 
The built-in ADC converter converts the voltage on the input to a number between 0 and 1023 (10 bit). This 
number is further scaled internally to 0 – 10,000. To calibrate the raw ADC reading to the desired unit, use a 2-
point calibration and the helper feature in the web software.   
The tables below are average readings and can be used as a guide for calibration. This table only apply to the 
physical inputs on the TEK. 

0-5V 0-10V 0-30mA 0-50 kohm 
Input Raw Input Raw Input Raw Input Raw 
0.0 V 0 0.0 V 0 0.0 mA 0 100 Ohm 107 
2.5 V 4882 5.0 V 4927 4.0 mA 1395 1 KOhm 902 
5.0 V 9765 10.0 v 9855 20.0 mA 6975 10 kOhm 4792 

 
Note that when configured for resistance, the raw-to-Ohm relationship is not linear. 
 
Digital Pulse input 
Normally the value of an input represents a voltage, current or resistance. If the sensor connected is of pulse type 
(such as a S0 pulse), the input can be defined as a Digital Pulse Input by enabling this check box. When this box is 
checked, the input value will reflect the time between the two last transitions from low (<0.9V) to high (>1.1V) on 
the input. The time is presented as milliseconds and range from 4 to 99999999 (~28h). If no pulses are detected, 
the max value will be returned. The shortest pulse that can be detected in this mode is 2ms. When in Digital pulse 
input mode, the count register will automatically count up for each pulse. 
 
Text Status 
This allows displaying a text in addition to the value. For example, one may want to display “OPEN” and “CLOSED” 
based on the input value being low/high. This would be achieved like so: 

 
Thus, if the value is 100 or less, the text “OPEN” will be displayed, and if the value is 101 up to 10000, the text 
“CLOSED” will be shown. Values larger than 10000 will show as blank. Each line needs to have a number, a colon (:) 
and a text following the colon. You may enter multiple text status lines. The numbers must be in increasing order. 
The program will search the list from top to bottom order. The first line with a number higher or equal to the 
current input value will be shown. The text will be shown in the space for alarm status on the status screen, and in 
the widget “Live Input Alarm Table” on the dashboard.  
 
Log Interval 
This setting selects how often the value on the input is logged to the database.  The actual log value will be the 
average for the log interval.  

 
 
Input Location  
This defines the source from which the input receives its values. These can be from the TEK unit, a ModBus device 
or a MicroLAN device. In addition to physical sensors or connected devices, input values can be software driven. 
The setting “Special/Software” allows script, external commands or API calls to set the value of the input. 
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Alarm Settings 
For every input, up to four (4) alarms can be defined. Each alarm has the following settings.  
 
Alarm Name    A user defined name to identify the alarm. 
Alarm Threshold  The threshold where the alarm should activate 
Alarm Holdoff  Delay in seconds. The input value will need to exceed the threshold for this time interval 

for the alarm condition to occur. 
Threshold for restore The threshold where the alarm condition should clear. 
Restore holdoff Delay in seconds. The input value will need to exceed the threshold for this time interval 

for the alarm condition to clear. 
If the alarm threshold is lower than the restore threshold, the alarm function is 
reversed. The alarm will activate when the input value is lower than the alarm threshold 
and restore when the input value exceeds the restore threshold. If both thresholds are 
set to the same value, the alarm will never activate. 

 
Actions 
Actions describe what should happen when an alarm condition occurs or restores. There may be up to four (4) 
actions on each alarm, and four (4) actions on each restore. The settings for each action are as follows: 

 
 
Action Name   A user defined name for the action 
Action type Depending on the action type selected, different options are presented. See below. 
Possible Actions 

Action type Description 
Send Message Send a message to email, SMS, voice call, third party system and more 
Log event Record an event in the event log 
Set output Set or reset a local output 
Set counter Set a counter to some specific value 
Increment counter Count up a counter 
Decrement counter Count down a counter 
Modbus Write 
Register 

Directly control a Holding register on a connected Modbus device 
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Outputs 
The TEK supports up to 40 outputs. Each output has two possible states: on or off. Outputs can be controlled by 
events or states.   
 
Event controlling outputs - Event triggers include alarm actions, timer actions, schedule actions, email and text 
commands, or manual toggling of the buttons on the TEK Status page. When triggered, the TEK will send a single 
command to the selected output. This method will control the relay state until the next command is received. 
 
State controlling outputs - Relays can be directly controlled by conditions. By checking the Use only conditions 
box, event commands and manual controls will be disabled. The TEK will continuously force the state of the output 
as long as the conditions selected are true. 
 

 
Output name -   A user defined name for the output. 
Output Location   This defines the hardware where the output is located. 
Use only Conditions  If this box is checked, the conditions will continuously be re-evaluated, and the output 

set accordingly. That means that any other attempts to control the output will be 
overruled. Leaving this box unchecked means that the condition settings are not used. 
The output state is set by manual commands, alarm actions, remote commands or 
script.  

 
 
 
Schedules  
The TEK supports up to 20 schedules. Schedules can be used in condition logic to only cause actions during 
specified times, or can be used to directly trigger actions. Each schedule can define up to four intervals, and each 
interval can be active on any day of the week. To define a new schedule, click Schedules in the object tree, and 
then click Add schedule. Select the days of the week when each interval should be active, and the start and stop 
time in 24h format (HH:MM). If the start time is before or equal to the stop time, the interval will not be 
processed. Up to four actions can be defined for when a schedule enters a defined interval, and an additional four 
actions can be defined for schedule interval exit.  
Timers  
Timers are a simplified form of schedules. Up to 20 timers are supported by the TEK. When a timer reaches its 
defined point in time, it will run the defined actions (up to four actions per timer), and count down its recursion 
count.  Recurrence can be unlimited or set between 1 and 254 counts. When the counter reaches zero, the timer 
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will not trigger any more. Timers can be set to reoccur indefinitely by entering 255 in the count field. Leaving all 
drop down fields set to “- any -”, the timer will trigger every minute, until the count runs down to zero. Specify the 
minute, to limit triggering to once per hour. Specify the minute and hour to limit to once per day and so on. Timers 
can be set from external messaging, such as email.  
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Note: This equipment has been tested and found to comply with the limits for a Class B digital device, 
pursuant to part 15 of the FCC Rules. These limits are designed to provide reasonable protection against harmful 
interference in  a residential installation. This equipment generates, uses and can radiate radio frequency energy 
and, if not installed and used in accordance with the instructions,  may cause harmful interference to radio 
communications. However, there is no guarantee that interference will not occur in a particular installation. If this 
equipment does cause harmful interference to radio or television reception, which can be determined by turning 
the equipment off and on, the user is encouraged to try to correct the interference by one or more of the following 
measures: 
- Reorient or relocate the receiving antenna. 
- Increase the separation between the equipment and receiver. 
- Connect the equipment into an outlet on a circuit different from that to which the receiver is connected. 
- Consult the dealer or an experienced radio/TV technician for help. 
 

This equipment meets or exceeds the requirements of the following standards: EN55022 (2010), 
EN55024 (2010), EN61000-3-2 (2006) +A1 +A2, EN61000-3-3 (2008). 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Applicable Standards 
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Maktinta email: 
Support@maktinta.com  

subject doesn't matter, first line of message is password 
TEK S/N: 

Tel:  +1 408-432-9900 
Visit the Maktinta Energy website at 

www.Maktinta.com  
The Maktinta trademark, the TEK design and IP is the  property of Maktinta Energy. Any other trademarks 

referenced are properties of their respective owner. 
© Maktinta Energy 
www.Maktinta.com  

mailto:Support@maktinta.com
http://www.maktinta.com/
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